
All prices are exclusive of VAT

These designs are for cabinet doors, picture frames, doors
and as a crest carving on chests, bed-boards & signs.

Six styles of templates for kitchen
doors.  The Royal, Cascade & Roma
designs can also be enhanced by the
addition of one of the two large sized
rosette designs.

Kitchen Door Designs

Order Ref. Price
No. of 

templates
Carving

size (mm)
Template 
style

Classical 440 x 185 2 RCT/KD/C £25.00
Royal 385 x 190 2 RCT/KD/R £25.00
Cascade 365 x 210 1 RCT/KD/CC* £12.50
Roma 375 x 200 1 RCT/KD/RM £20.50
Dolphin 200 x 290 4 RCT/KD/DO £42.00
Fleur 
de Lys 180 x 250 4 RCT/KD/FD� £42.00

Frame - for kitchen door designs RCF/KD £13.50

Order Ref.
Template 
style

Carving
size (mm)

No. of 
templates Price

Classical 155 x 40 3 RCT/CD/C £21.00
Royal 175 x 40 2 RCT/CD/R £21.00
Cascade 190 x 40 3 RCT/CD/CC* £21.00
Florentine 120 x 30 3 RCT/CD/FL £21.00

Frame - for corner designs RCF/CD £10.50
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FRAME FOR CORNER DESIGN
Size External: __________450 x 450mm
Size Internal: __________240 x 100mmFRAME FOR KITCHEN DOOR DESIGN

Size External: ________850 x 400mm
Size Internal: ________500 x 250mm

FLORENTINE CD

Approximate carving time:

CD designs ____3 mins

Approximate carving time:
KD designs______________________________________5 mins
Rosette designs __________________________________3 mins

Corner Designs

The Router Carver cutter consists of a 45° engraving
'V' groove TCT cutter, housed in an aluminium cone
shaped bearing guide.  The cutter depth is fully
adjustable to vary carving effect and allows for any
variance after re-sharpening.  The 8mm shank
Router Carver must be used in a professional router
with an 8mm collet facility and base aperture of
minimum 40mm.  The 1/2" shank Router Carver
must be used with a 1/2" collet facility and at least a
45mm diameter aperture.  Always make trial cuts on
a waste piece of material first.

Patent No. US5,146,965

Visit:

To download Instruction Manual

www.trendmachinery.co.uk

See pages
190-191

Compatibility
Chart

The Trend Router

Carver system is a

revolutionary routing

concept that creates

variable depth

intricate wood

carvings with a hand

router.

� Carvings can be made on new or existing
doors, frames and drawer fronts.

� The system comprises a unique engraving
cutter housed in a conical bearing guide,
used together with a set of templates and
template frame. 

� The templates have accurately shaped
slots with varying widths which guide the
Router Carver both horizontally and
vertically to give authentic carvings.

� To use the Router Carver effectively your
router must have a smooth plunge action.

* While stocks last.

The Cutters

Description Order Ref. Price

Router Carver Cutter:
8mm shank RCCX8MMTC� £46.00
1/2" shank RCCX1/2TC £50.00
12mm shank RCCX12MMTC £50.00

HOW TO ORDER

A typical order for the Royal door rail design:

1 x Router Carver Cutter
1 x Template Set 
1 x Frame to suit template

Further door rail templates can then be 
purchased and used with the frame.

Remember to include in your order the appropriate
frames to fit your chosen Router Carver templates.

DOLPHIN KD

or right facing

FLEUR DE LYS KD
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